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Morgan was the CEO of the Hall’s Group. Consequently, he was busy
the whole day.
It wasn’t easy for him to ask his secretary to save a day to come over to
LA to see his precious daughter, but he didn’t expect that such a thing
would happen.
Morgan still had an important dinner party tomorrow, so he had to go
back to New York tonight.
Otherwise, he would wait for Wendy to find out where the so-called
“Sugar Daddy” rumor came from and then take Jessica to find the one
who spread the rumor.
Jessica had a business dinner tonight, so she couldn’t send Morgan to the

airport.
Before Morgan left, he repeatedly asked Wendy to tell him at the first

moment as soon as Wendy found out who started the rumor.
Jessica promised again before Morgan got into the nanny van.
After sending Morgan to the car, Jessica got into Wendy’s car and was

ready to go to the business dinner tonight.
The winter was still cold in LA at the beginning of April, and the wind at
night was a little fierce.’
Jessica was wearing a dark brown strapless dress with a brown fur coat
on the outside. The car stopped at the entrance of the hotel. She took off
her coat and walked in on her black heels.
It was a business dinner, so all of the attendants came from the business

circle.
Jessica was not surprised to meet Lucas.
The meeting between Jessica and Lucas at noon was enough to show
Lucas’ opinion of the so-called “Sugar Daddy” affair.
They met again after six or seven hours. Jessica was not so
uncomfortable when she noticed the irony in his eyes.



Perhaps she had been disappointed too many times, so she got used to it.
She only gave him a faint glance and smiled gently with her red lips.
Then, she joined the crowd with a glass of wine in her hand.
Her dress was not the grandest, most exaggerated, and most eye-catching,
but it was neat and elegant, so it was difficult for people to look away.
Besides, Jessica had a face that completely inherited the advantages of
her parents’. The dark brown dress fully showed her curve and happened
to reveal her snow-white ankles.
Chanel’s classic anklet was hung on her ankles. Under the light, a few
broken diamonds shone brightly.
Lucas stood at a distance from the crowd. Seeing Jessica, who was
talking and laughing in front of a group of businessmen, Lucas felt
somehow agitated.
Jessica was really “successful”. She had played the role of a good wife
for three years. It was just over half a year since they had divorced, but
she couldn’t wait to display her true personality.
It was nothing. Wasn’t she the one who seduced him to sleep with her

then? If it wasn’t for that night, she wouldn’t have been fortunate enough
to be his wife for three years.
Lucas sneered, raised his head, and drank the red wine in his hand.
Jessica actually didn’t hate this kind of social interaction. Besides, she
was an influential person now. Therefore, she had a pleasant
conversation.
But just as Jessica took a glass of red wine, the famous rich second
generation in Los Angeles, Cedric White, came over and said, “Miss Hall,
you look very beautiful today.”
Cedrick was also a playboy, but he was far inferior to Terry. Although
Terry had many rumors, he still had a bottom
But Cednok was different. He would badger anyone he had a crush on.
Jessica smiled and replied half-heartedly, “Thank you, Mr. White. My

friend is over there. I’m going over.”
“Hey, don’t go. I have something to say to you.”



Jessica snorted, “What?”
“It depends on whether you want to have a chat with me.”
Seeing that she did not leave, Cedrick raised his hand to hug her. Jessica
moved to the side. “Mr. White, there are so many people here. It’s
embarrassing to do this.”
*Interesting.” Cedrick smiled. “I like this kind of girl. You seem reserved

in public while flirting with men in private. Name a price. How much

does it cost to sleep with you for a night?”
This was not an ordinary offense. If it was said to anyone else, they
would have already been angry. However, Jessica only curved her lips
and looked at him with a faint smile. “It’s not expensive, just one
billion.”
Cedrick’s expression changed when he heard this. “Jessica, are you
joking with me?”
“What makes you think so? The price is clearly set. Mr. White, if you
can’t afford it, then I can.”
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Jessioa hadn’t even finished speaking when a familiar male volce came
from the side, Terry walked over to her.
His brownish eyes curved slightly as he looked at Cedrick, “I’ll pay one
billion and I’ll take her away, Mr. White.”
Jessica had been in the hall for more than ten minutes, but she hadn’t met
Terry. She thought that he hadn’t come tonight. She didn’t expect to
meet him at this time.
Cedrick could not afford to offend Terry, so he gritted his teeth and
looked at Jessica before turning to leave resentfully,
Jessica tilted her head and glanced at Terry. She raised her glass and
smiled. “Thank you.”



“My pleasure.” Terry raised his glass and lightly clinked it against the
edge of hers, looking at her wryly.
Terry took a sip of red wine. “Miss Hall, you seem to be in a good mood

today.”
Jessica looked at him and raised her eyebrows slightly, “Kind of.”
After all, nothing particularly bad happened recently except for the
rumors.
However, Jessica would never allow herself to suffer from other people’s

mistakes. No matter how malicious the public’s opinion of her was, she
would not feel embarrassed at all. It was nothing but a rumor.
Nearly twenty minutes passed after Jessica entered the hall, so she had
known all the people she should know and she exchanged necessary
conversations with them.
She put down the red wine and said, “Mr. Davison, excuse me.”
After saying this, Jessica found Wendy and said, “Wendy, please ask the
driver to drive the car at the door. I’ll leave after going to the restroom.”
Wendy nodded and quickly took out her phone to call the driver.
The restroom was a bit far. One had to turn left at the end of a long
corridor.
There weren’t many people in the restroom, so Jessica came out quickly.
On the way back, she saw nobody. There was an open balcony leading to
the outside.
The balcony was not big, about twelve or thirteen square meters. There
were two sets of coffee tables and chairs, which were served to rest.
Jessica could faintly hear someone talking outside the balcony from five
or six meters away. She heard the two people outside mention her name,
so she stopped.
“Did you see Jessica wear the set of qualified clothes designed by Tomie?
It’s more than 600,000 dollars! It looks like she really found a rich
Sugar Daddy!”
“Oh, you only looked at her dress. Did you see her anklets? There are

limited numbers in the world, ninety-nine in total. You can’t even buy



one with money!”
“Really? It seems that her Sugar Daddy is quite generous! Her man looks
ordinary in the picture, but he has a good figure. Is this Jessica’s new
boyfriend?”
“How silly you are. Jessica and Lucas just divorced not long ago. How
could she find such a rich boyfriend? She is obviously only a doll of her

sugar daddy!”
“You’re right. Jessica is divorced, and she is divorced from Lucas.
Anyone from a decent family won’t be so stupid to touch her! Wow, in
that case, Jessica’s dream of becoming a rich lady is shattered!”
Jessica couldn’t help but click her tongue. She looked down at her phone.
It was only 8:30. She had enough time to deal with these two gossip
women.
Jessica retracted her gaze and walked inside. “Ladies, I can’t hear you
clearly. What did you just say about my dream

When the two women saw Jessica, they were a little panicked at first, but
when they saw that there was no one else around, they quickly calmed
down.
They looked at Jessica with a disdainful smile. “What dream? Miss Hall,
you’re well aware of it!”
“Right. It hasn’t been long since you divorced. Now you’re going well

again. I am a little envious! Ms. Hall, you are so awesome. Give me
some tips on how to seduce a rich guy after a divorce.”
The two of them spoke in a strange tone, and Jessica immediately

laughed. “How should I address you, ladies? But there’s no need to say it.
I don’t know you, anyway. I’ve never paid attention to nobody
“Oh, by the way, I have a bad habit. I like recording when I hear others
talking about me. I’ve recorded what you said just now.”
The two women did not expect Jessica to suddenly appear, nor did they
expect that the discussion between them would be heard by Jessica.
Hearing Jessica’s words, both of them felt a little fearful.
“What recording?”



A teasing male voice was heard. Terry walked over and looked at Jessica.
His eyebrows moved. “What’s it?”
Jessica smiled and played the recording on her phone,
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The conversation between the two women was clearly recorded. As soon
as the recording was finished, the two women tumed pale.
They could afford to offend Jessica, but they could not afford to offend
Terry.
They also did not know why Terry took a fancy to Jessica.
Terry had publicly declared that he wanted to pursue Jessica after she had
just divorced for a few months. Now it looked like he wanted to protect

her.
They were right. After listening to the recording. Terry raised his
eyebrows and clicked his tongue. “So this is how the Graves family and

the Garraway family raised you?”
They were from the same social circle. Even if Terry did not have any
personal relationship with those two women, it was not difficult for him
to recognize which family they were from.
Tess Graves and Nina Garraway froze when they heard Terry’s words.
Jessica, who was standing next to Terry, looked at the two wryly. “Miss

Graves and Miss Garraway, aren’t you going to apologize to me?”
Tess and Nina looked at each other and said, “I’m sorry.”
“Why are you so reluctant?”
Jessica laughed. “Then I’ll teach you how to apologize.”
Coincidentally, there was a waiter pushing a cart of drinks outside.
Jessica directly went out and took two glasses of red wine with her.
She directly raised her hand and splashed them on the faces of Nina and
Tess.



Then she looked at the two and smiled. “I’m sorry, Miss Graves, Miss

Garraway. I’m not in a good mood today. I have a bad temper.”
Jessica’s tone was exactly the same as when they had just apologized.
Because of Terry’s presence, neither of them dared say anything. They
just looked at Jessica with gritted teeth.
Nina said something in a low voice. Anyway, it wasn’t anything good.
The two of them looked at each other and turned to leave.
Jessica looked at their backs and snorted, “You guys run pretty fast.”
If there was a next time, it would not be as simple as pouring red wine on
them.
Jessica looked away and found that Terry was looking at her. Jessica
raised her eyebrows. “Did Mr. Davison suddenly realize that I have a bad
temper?”
Terry raised his eyebrows and smiled at her. “Really? I don’t think so.”
Jessica glanced at him and smiled. “I’m going back. Mr. Davison, please
help yourself.”
“What a coincidence. Me too.”
The two of them left the small garden. Just as they turned out, Jessica
met Lucas head-on.
Lucas looked at her and sneered. “Terry, do you know what kind of a

woman you’ve fallen in love with?
His tone was filled with malice.
Jessica looked at him and the smile on his face gradually faded away
Lucas used to turn a blind eye to her, but now he wanted to break her

heart
Anyway as you have vood taste you even date a woman like Triagy, Not
long after her husband died, she slept with the younger brother of her
husband.”
Terry’s words were even more vicious, Lucas’ expression changed when
Terry finished speakina,
After saying this, Terry looked down at Jessica, “What? Do you think

you’re inferior to Trissy?”



Jessica paused for a moment when she heard Terry, “Of courge not.”
Jessica paused, looked up at Lucas, and sneered, “I just think that I,
Jessica, will never compare myself with a nobody.”
After Jessica finished speaking, she directly walked past Lucas.
Terry glanced at Lucas and said, “Mr. Thomas, you’re perfect, only you
are so blind.”
With that, Terry pulled the corner of his mouth and sneered. Then he
fastened his steps to follow Jessica.
Jessica walked back to the banquet hall with an expressionless face.
Wendy walked over and settled her eyes on Jessica’s cold face. Wendy

was stunned, but she understood everything very soon. Wendy said,
“Miss Hall, the driver is at the door.”
Jessica calmed down and nodded. “Let’s go.”
Terry entered the banquet hall and only saw Jessica’s back.
He followed her quickly. “Jessica.”
Jessica had just left the banquet hall when she heard Terry call her. She
paused slightly and turned to look at him. “Mr. Davison?”
“Are you going back?”
“Yes,” she answered, looking a little indifferent.
Lucas’ words were hurtful.
“May I send you home?” Terry asked.
“Don’t bother. My driver is at the door.”
Terry glanced at Wendy, who was not far away, and said, “Okay.”
Jessica nodded and turned to the elevator.
Terry waved his hand and stood there to watch Jessica and her secretary
enter the elevator. His brown eyes narrowed slightly
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The black car that Jessica was in was moving in the moonlight She tilted



her hand and looked out of the window Recalling what Lucas had said,
she frowned alightly
Wendy called her softly, “Miss Hall?”
Jessica came to her senses and then asked Wendy. “What’s wrong?”
“The rumormonger has been found.”
Wendy paused and glanced at Jessica before continuing, “It was Miss

Thomas.”
It didn’t surprise Jessica, who chuckled, “Olivia is marvelous!”
Jessica smirked.
Wendy didnt know what Jessica was thinking. “Should I tell Mr. Hall
about it?”
“Of course! Why not?”
They bullied her again and again. Why should she continue to endure?
“Got it, Miss Hall.”
Wendy sorted the evidence and sent it directly to Morgan’s secretary.
That night, Morgan’s secretary called to report it to Morgan.
When Morgan finished the call, he was so angry that he slapped the table.
“This is too much. The Thomas family is going too far!”
Mrs. Hall heard the news and came over. She didn’t know why her

husband was so angry. “Morgan, what are you angry about?”
May had been married to Morgan for thirty years, and this was the
second time she had seen Morgan fly into a rage.
Morgan looked up at his wife and said coldly, ‘This morning, someone
sent a photo of me and Jessica when we were having a meal. So the
rumor that Jessica got a sugar daddy is spread.Wendy found out who did

it. It’s the young lady of the Thomas family!”
May wasn’t that type of person who was willing to eat humble pie when
she was young. Since she married Morgan, she became even intolerant of
things like this.
When May heard this, she got much angrier than Morgan. “Morgan, get
your secretary to book the plane ticket right now. I’m going to the

Thomas family tomorrow!”



Morgan had an important meeting tomorrow, but the meeting was not
important concerning his baby daughter. “Alright! Let’s go to the
Thomas family tomorrow!”
Morgan picked up his phone again and called his secretary to book a
flight to LA tomorrow.
When Jessica knew that her parents would come to see her tomorrow,
she just twitched her lips lightly. “I’ll pick them up tomorrow at the

airport.”
It hadn’t been a day since Morgan left LA. The next afternoon, he flew
directly there with May. And Jessica met them at the airport.
When Jessica married Lucas, Morgan was strongly opposed to her.
Morgan and May did not even attend their wedding. Later, Morgan did

not allow May to see Jessica in LA. So this was May’s first time there.
Jessica saw them from afar, “Mom, Dad!”
May was dressed in the latest Paris fashion, revealing her identity as a
rich lady. Morgan was dressed in a decent

Although Morgan was middle-aged, he exercised all year round and was
well-built. When the two walked together, many passers-by thought they
were celebrities from the showbiz.
May walked to Jessica in high heels, looked her up and down, and
nodded with satisfaction. “It seems that you and your father did not
collude to deceive me. You do look much better. You seem to put on a

little weight.”
Jessica had never been skinny since she was a child, but during the time
she had just divorced and returned home, she looked thin and haggard.
When May saw her back then, her eyes turned red immediately. If
Jessica hadn’t posted Trissy’s recordings and videos online at that time,
which caused a bit of trouble for the Thomas family, she would have
brought Jessica to argue with the Thomas family.
A few days ago, Morgan came to see Jessica. When he went back, May

asked him about her status. Morgan told her that Jessica looked much



better and that she was a little fatter.
May was skeptical. Now that she saw her personally, she believed it
finally.
Jessica glanced at Morgan and said, “How could dad dare to lie to you?”
May snorted and took her hand. “That’s hard to say.”
Jessica smiled and put in a good word for Morgan, and said, “Mom, I’ll
take you and dad to the hotel first.”
“It’s past five. Let’s go to the Thomas’. It’s about dinner time. They’re
definitely at home now. Let’s go!”
May was inborn action-oriented since she was young, and now even

though her daughter grew up, her personality remained the same.
Morgan had always doted on her. When Jessica looked at him with

pleading eyes, he gave her a favored smile.
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Mrs. Hall saw their stealthy interactions and clicked her tongue. “Jess,
the issue is not about you alone. Mom and dad don’t just uphold justice

for you. Don’t be confused.”
Of course, Jessica knew it. She was just worried that they were tired
from the flight. Now, it seemed that she was overthinking
Jessica laughed, “I’m not that stupid.”
May snorted and thought to herself, “If she is not stupid, why did she
insist on marrying Lucas?”
But Jessica was her daughter, so May could not bear to render her more

wretched.
“Let’s go to the parking lot.”
Jessica led them to the parking lot.When she opened the door, she found
that Morgan was carrying a box. She couldn’t help but frown. “Dad,
what’s that?”



“Nothing.”
Morgan waved his hand and bent down to get in the car following May.
Jessica did not ask any more questions. Instead, she said to Wendy,
“Wendy, let’s go to Thomas’ house.”
Wendy was stunned for a moment but soon reacted.
The Morgan couple rushed over in a hurry. If they were still angry, the
dinner would be unpalatable.
The black commercial car slowly drove out of the parking lot. Thirty
minutes later, the car pulled out from the airport highway and headed for

downtown.
Soon, the car took them to a villa complex.
It was half a year since Jessica left here. She was nonchalant when she
returned to this place.
As soon as the car arrived at the gate of Thomas’ villa, they saw Olivia in

her car.
Olivia thought that someone came to visit them, so she looked back, only
to see Jessica getting out of the car.
Her expression changed slightly and she got out of the car quickly.
“Jessica, what are you doing here?”
When Olivia finished speaking, her gaze fell on Morgan and May, who
were by Jessica’s side.
Olivia recognized Morgan. He’s the man by Jessica’s side that day.
The woman next to him was dressed in fancy clothes. She must be a rich
lady.
Suddenly, Olivia seemed to have understood something. “Jessica, don’t
bring your trouble into my family.”
Then she looked at the rich lady and said, “Madam, Jessica has nothing
to do with the Thomas family. She seduced your husband. But it has
nothing to do with us. If you want to settle the score with her, then settle
it with her.”
May had been furious when she came to settle old scores with the
Thomas family here, but Olivia made things worse.



May exploded. “Where are your parents? I want to ask how your parents

taught you. You’re so young, but you have
such filthy thoughts in your head!”
Olivia was dumbfounded. “Madam, you have to understand that I am
helping you!”
“Help me? You made a rumor that my daughter had an affair with my

husband. Is that how you help me?”
Jessica knew that May and Morgan were here to vent their anger. She
just needed to stand by and be a quiet companion
Just as May finished speaking, Olivia was stunned, “You… Are you

Jessica’s parents?”
May sneered. Just as she was about to speak, Morgan gave Olivia a look.
“Miss Thomas, we’ve been standing for quite a long while. How long

will you keep us standing like this? Is that how you greet your guests?”
The couple’s words turned Olivia’s head spinning. She looked at Jessica,
unable to react.
At this time, a black Bentley gradually drove in from the entrance. The
person sitting in the car was none other than Lucas
Seeing Lucas, Olivia ran to him as if he was her savior. “Lucas, Jessica is
here with her parents.”
Lucas glanced outside of the car. When his gaze landed on Morgan, his
expression changed.
He pushed the door open and got out of the car and looked at Jessica with
a complicated expression. Finally, his gaze landed on Morgan. “Please.”
It’s reasonable that Olivia can’t recognize the chairman of the Hall Group.
But Lucas, who had been in the business world for so many years, how
could he not recognize Morgan.
Maybe it was too noisy outside, Rebecca walked out and said, “Olivia,
Lucas, what happened?”
Olivia ran to Rebecca and whispered, “Mom, Jessica is here with her
parents.”



Morgan gave Lucas a cold look and snorted, “Tell Justin to come out. I
have some old scores to settle with your family!”
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Lucas glanced at Jessica, who was standing by Mrs. Hall’e gide
nonchalantly,
Hearing Morgan’s words, Rebecca said quickly, “Mr. Hall, Mrs. Hall,
let’s talk about it inside.”
Olivia could not help but call out, “Mom!”
The Hall family was menacing, and it was obvious that they were here to
settle old scores.
Olivia glanced at Jessica, but unexpectedly, she met her gaze, which
made Olivia stiffen and feel guilty
What the hell How could she feel guilty while looking at Jessica?
Rebecca stared at Olivia and shook her head, suggesting that she shut up.
Rebecca was so smart a woman that she couldn’t fail to see that Jessica’s
parents came in a fit of anger.
They entered her house, Rebecca asked a servant to prepare coffee, and
Morgan immediately rejected. “We don’t need coffee, Mrs. Thomas. We

came here today for our daughter. Formalities are unnecessary. After all,
even if we are not enemies, we are by no means friends later.”
Morgan’s words sounded serious. The two families were both influential.
The Thomas family was the head of the four big families in LA. And the
Hall family was the richest in New York. But, in comparison, the Hall
family was a little bit better
As a rich and idle lady, Olivia had heard of the richest man in New York,
but she hadn’t seen him personally.
In Olivia’s opinion, Morgan’s words were funny.
Just as she was about to laugh out loud, Olivia noticed Lucas’ gaze.
When she turned to look at her brother, the smile on her face froze.



Rebecca forced a smile and said, “Alright. Mr. Hall, Mrs. Hall, and
Jessica, please wait a moment. I’ll call Justin downstairs.”
Rebecca glanced at Lucas and said, “Lucas, take care of them.”
Lucas nodded.
After Rebecca left, he didn’t do anything.
Jessica had thought that she would feel bad when she came here after
half a year.
But now, looking at the seemingly familiar scene, she was calm. Even
when Lucas looked at her, she was peaceful.
Noticing his gaze, Jessica raised her eyes and glanced at Lucas.
As nobody spoke, the atmosphere in the living room was very strange.
Soon, they heard the sound of a walking stick coming from upstairs. In
just a few seconds, Justin came down.
Justin was also very surprised when he heard that Jessica’s parents had
come. Besides being surprised, he was also a bit angry
He wanted to see what type of wicked parents could teach a daughter like
Jessica!
However, Rebecca’s words stunned Justin the next moment. He took a
long time to react and followed Rebecca downstairs.
Twenty years ago, Morgan and Justin had met a couple of times. Though
they didn’t have a deep friendship, they could recognize each other when
they met,
batin hed thought that Jessica hired someone to play her father, but he
never thought that Jessica was Morgan’s daughter
Justin’s heart was in turmoil, but as a sophisticated man, no emotions
could be seen on his face, “Mr. Hall. Mrs. Hall, glad to see you. We

haven’t seen each other for so long.”
Justin smiled, but Morgan didn’t. “Hello, Mr. Thomas.”
Justin seemed to be unaware of Morgan’s attitude. He lifted his crutch
and hit Lucas gently. “Lucas, what are you waiting for? This is your

ex–parents-in-law. Hurry up and get them a cup of coffee.”
“Mr. Thomas, we don’t deserve such treatment. I came here today only



to ask you something about my daughter. We don’t need coffee, and we
can afford it ourselves. I’m sorry to disturb you, but I hope you can
understand that I love my daughter, so I’ll get straight to the point and
won’t beat around the bush.”
Morgan raised his hand and placed the 19-inch suitcase in his hand on
the table. “This box of gold is worth at least two million dollars. It is
enough to cover all of Jessica’s expenses in your family for three years.”
After Morgan finished speaking, he opened the suitcase and half of a
suitcase of shiny gold bars inside were revealed.
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The Thomas family was one of the best among rich families in LA, but it
wag the first time they had seen so much gold
The box of gold was a bit dazzling under the light. They were all stunned.
Justin reacted and was slightly stunned, “Mr. Hall, what do you want to
do?”
Morgan looked up at Justin and said, “Mr. Thomas, the Hall family has
never liked to owe others a debt. Jess marned into your family for three
years. I think this box of gold is enough to cover her expenses there.”
He paused for a moment. “We, the Hall family, don’t owe you anything
until this moment. Now it’s time to count how many evil deeds you did

to us?”
Morgan had been in the business world for many years and had long
since developed the ability to look dignified without being furious. He
kept a straight face while speaking, but anyone present could hear the
anger in his words.
Justin’s face turned cold when he heard Morgan’s words. “Mr. Hall, I
don’t quite understand what you mean.”
That was the answer Morgan was expecting. “Mr. Thomas, it doesn’t
matter if you understand or not. I will explain the whole story to you!”



“In the three years of their marriage, Miss Thomas was obstructive and

Lucas was indifferent. This is the first thing! want to state today. Since
Jessica and Lucas divorced, the two of them should have had nothing to

do with each other, but Miss Thomas teamed up with others to plot

against Jessica. She asked someone to take Jessica away overnight and

drugged her. She hired someone to assault Jessica sexually. This was the
second thing. Third, Miss Thomas spread the rumor about my

relationship with Jessica with some misunderstanding photos of us.”
Morgan said all these out at one go. After that, he looked straight into
Justin’s eyes and said, “Mr. Thomas, I hope you can give us an
explanation! No matter how awful our Hall family is, we won’t be
bullied by you for no reason.”
May snorted, “Even people of humble origin know to treat their

daughter-in-law well. We took efforts to raise Jessica for more than

twenty years and married her into your family. How did you treat her in

those three years?
y did you accept her as your daughter-in-law? My daughter was bullied

in your family. It’s one thing. But how could a woman who had an affair

with his husband’s brother dare to bully my daughter?
“Why did you punish her? Why did you make things difficult for her

time and again? Today, if you do not give us a satisfactory explanation,
we will expose your dirty deeds to the public!”
Jessica’s parents reprimanded the Thomas family one by one, and
Justin’s face turned ashen.
Today, Jessica and her parents were obviously here to settle old scores
with the Thomas family, who was the one in the wrong.
If Jessica was of humble origin, the Thomas family would just send them
away with some money.
But, Jessica was Morgan’s only daughter. For the first time, Justin
Thomas was so angry that he couldn’t say a word,
Facing the couple’s accusation, Justin Thomas forced a statement after a



while. “Mr. Hall, and Mrs. Hall, it’s quite common for young people to
have some misunderstandings. Their marriage was unpleasant, and
Jessica was
understand it. But if you say that my son mistreated Jessica, I can’t agree
with that!
“Jessica, I don’t want to pursue past grudges, but how can you talk

nonsense to your parents because you bear a grudge against us?”
Jessica laughed when she heard his words. She looked up at Lucas, who
was watching on coldly, and snorted,
“Lucas, please tell your family why don’t we have children during these
three years?”
Olivia laughed disdainfully. “Don’t you know why you don’t have a

child?” “We had never slept together. How could I get pregnant on my

own?” Jessica did not want to talk about it. It was already a thing of the
past, but what Justin Thomas said was too much.
Jessica continued, “Is that why you turned a blind eye when Trissy made
things difficult for me? You said that I talked nonsense with my parents.
Mr. Thomas, you’re an elder. I respect you. But how could you talk such

nonsense?”
“Jessica!”
Lucas, who had been silent all the time, suddenly shouted coldly.

Chapter 48
Jessica glanced at him and said, “You don’t have to be so loud, Lucas. Since we’re
divorced, I won’t araue with vou about what happened in the three years of our
marriage. Your grandfather said I was talking nonsense. The Thomas family
knows very well whether I was talking nonsense or not.”
“I don’t care about what happened in those three years, but my parents are right
about the two things that Olivia did. If the Thomas family doesn’t give us a
satisfactory answer today, no one will have dinner in peace today.”
Jessica uttered each word clearly.
Before she came over, Jessica was calm. However, the Thomas family had gone
too far, and they were better at lying than anyone else.
Jessica knew that the Thomas family looked down on her when she married into
the family as a commoner.
What Jessica didn’t expect was that Olivia would not let things go after she had
divorced Lucas. Jessica just wanted an explanation, and Justin was lying to her
face.
“I have the evidence that Olivia drugged me. She got a picture of my father and



me eating in a restaurant and then spread rumors on Instagram. I have always
been a reasonable person. If it was not for Olivia making things difficult for me
again and again, I would never have let my parents come over to see you people
today, disgracing them.”
Jessica had been married into Thomas’ family for three years and had always
been amicable and easygoing. However, she actually mocked the Thomas family
by calling them a disgrace in front of Justin today.
Justin was so angry that his face turned red. However, Jessica was not who she
used to be. She was neither the daughter of the Hall family nor the daughter of
an ordinary family.
The Morgan couple stood behind Jessica. If the Thomas family did anything bad
again, the two families would be enemies in the future.
Olivia did not think so. It had always been her who mocked Jessica. Olivia had
never heard Jessica mocking them. Her expression changed immediately. She
said, “You mean that my family is a disgrace?”
Rebecca reacted quickly and stopped Olivia.
Jessica turned to look at her and sneered, “Isn’t that so?”
“Say that again…”
“Olivia, shut up!”
Lucas glanced at Olivia. When he looked at Jessica, his dark eyes were filled with
anger.
Jessica returned his gaze. She said, “You know everything Olivia has done,
Lucas.”
Of course, Lucas knew about it. After the news spread, he had Vincent
investigate the whole thing.
The photos did not capture Morgan’s face, so when Lucas saw the photos, he did
not recognize Morgan.
Before Lucas came back today, Vincent had told him that the man was Morgan,
but Lucas did not expect Jessica to be Morgan’s daughter.
Olivia’s face turned slightly pale. She wanted to defend herself, but when she
met Lucas’ eyes, Olivia froze and dared not speak again.
Lucas said, “Mr. and Mrs. Hall, what Olivia did was wrong.”
Then Lucas turned to Olivia and said, “Come here and apologize to Miss Hall, Mr.
Hall, and Mrs. Hall.”
“….”
“Come here!”
Before she could say “No”, Olivia was suppressed by Lucas’ gaze. She reluctantly
walked to Jessica and Morgan.
Jessica did not say anything. She just glanced at Morgan.
Morgan raised his hand and said, “There’s no need to apologize. I’m afraid even if
Miss Thomas said the word ‘sorry’, she might not really feel that she had done
something wrong.”
Lucas frowned and said, “Then what do you want us to do, Mr. Hall?”
“I hope that Miss Thomas can publicly apologize to our family and admit that you
deliberately spread the rumor. If Miss Thomas is unwilling to apologize, then we
can only leave this to the lawyer.”
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Moroan had been a businessman for so many years, so he naturally was



not a simple person
Moroan thouoht asking the Thomas family to compensate them with
money and then apologizing in private wae not a proper punishunent That
would not affect the thomas family at all.
Rul Olvia were to apologize in public, it would be different. Hadn’t she
enjoyed bullying Jessica with Trissy in those three years?
Morgan remembered everything. He had discussed everything with Mrs.
Hall before he came.
Morgan added, “By the way, the Thomas family doesn’t have to try to
compensate our family. After all, in the past two days, we lost our
reputation because of Miss Thomas. If we do the math, I’m afraid the

Thomas family will think that we are greedy.”
Morgan’s mocking words made the Thomas family embarrassed.
Justin stopped talking after hearing Jessica’s words. He didn’t know
what to say.
Justin was used to treating Jessica harshly. Now that she had turned

against him, he knew that it was better to shut

Rebecca had always been “amicable”. The Hall family had come to settle
things in an aggressive manner. Now that they had made a request and it

wasn’t too much, Rebecca wouldn’t say no.
Only Olivia went pale atMorgan’s words. She said, “Lucas, I didn’t do it.
I really didn’t…”
Lucas turned to look at her, and the coldness in his eyes made Olivia

petrified. She subconsciously retracted her hand and said “I…”

“Okay, we will apologize in public.”
Lucas answered and then he looked at Jessica.
Jessica was looking at him as well, but she looked indifferent, without
any expression.
Morgan replied coldly, “One more thing. Miss Thomas has drugged

Jessica.”
Lucas looked serious and said, “Mr. Hall, Jessica also drugged my sister
once.”



Morgan had always been protective of Jessica. When he heard that, he
was unhappy. Morgan said, “What? Your sister can drug my daughter,
but my daughter can’t drug your sister?”
“Mr. Hall has misunderstood me. What I mean is that this matter can be

considered settled.”
After Lucas finished speaking, he looked straight at Morgan. If they
continued to dig into that matter, everyone would suffer
“Lucas is right. Let’s consider it settled.”
Jessica jumped in, glancing at Olivia, Jessica continued, “Let’s call it a
day. After Miss Thomas apologizes, we will have nothing to do with
each other, but…”

After a pause, Jessica sneered and said, “If Miss Thomas provokes me

again in the future, we won’t have such an amicable negotiation.”
After that, Jessica turned to look at Morgan and May and said, “Dad,
Mom, let’s go.”
Before Morgan left, he couldn’t help but say, “Jessica didn’t hesitate to
cut off her relationship with me to marry you. Now it seems that Justin is

not only old but also blind. The rest of you are blind as well. Remember,
you and Jessica have divorced. Don’t show up in front of my daughter

again.”
Jessica took May to the stairs, and when she heard Morgan’s words,
tears lingered in her eyes,
In tact the Thomas family was not the only ones blind. Jessica was also
blind back then, Fortunately, she was cured now
There came a loud bang
The moment Jessica and her family left, Justin threw the coffee cup from

the table to the ground,
The coffee cup fell to the ground and broke into pieces. Olivia
subconsciously stepped back.
Justin said, “What is going on? How did Jessica suddenly become

Morgan’s daughter?” Olivia pouted and said, “Who knows? Didn’t



Lucas say that she was just an ordinary girl?”
“Shut up! I’ll settle your part with you later!”
Justin Thomas had lived for almost eighty years, but this was the first
time he had been shamed like that, and he had no way to defend himself.
After scolding Olivia, Justin looked at Lucas and said, “Did she tell you
that she was Morgan’s daughter?”
Lucas glanced at Justin and said, “No.”
After he answered, he turned to Olivia and said, “Mr. Hall told us his
request just now. Think about how to apologize!”
As soon as Lucas finished speaking, Olivia went pale.
Olivia was surprised that she was really going to publicly apologize.
Lucas said, “I got something to do. Grandpa, Mom, please go ahead and
have dinner. Excuse me.”
Lucas looked at Justin and Rebecca. Then he turned around and left.
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Justin looked at Lucas’ back and thought of what Morgan had said. He
raised his walking stick and knocked on the back of the sofa that Olivia
was sitting on.
Justin said angrily, “Go and apologize immediately! You can’t leave the
house until this is solved!”
This was the second time Olivia had seen Justin being that angry.
When the walking stick came to her, Olivia thought it was going to hit
her. Now that she had come back to her senses, Olivia did not dare to say
a word and hurriedly went upstairs.
At this time, the butler reminded Justin, “Mr. Thomas, dinner is ready.”
Olivia could not help but stop when she heard this. She raised her hand to
touch her stomach and looked pitifully at Rebecca who was not far away.
Rebecca saw her daughter’s pleading eyes and she had to say, “Dad,



there is no hurry. Why don’t we have dinner first and then let Olivia…”

“Have dinner? Do you still have the mood to eat?”
Justin was so angry that he went upstairs after saying that
At the same time, Lucas drove out of the Thomas villa and stopped the
car at the red light.
Lucas thought of what Justin had asked, and he raised his hand to pull the
tie
Lucas thought, ‘Did Jessica tell me that she was Morgan’s daughter?
Never!
Lucas suddenly felt like he was a fool. He had been fooled by Jessica all

the time,
Lucas remembered what he had warned Jessica on the day they got
married.
Lucas felt that there was a fire in his heart as if it was going to burn him.
How did he warn her back then?
Lucas had said, “Jessica, be a good wife. Be Mrs. Thomas. The Thomas
family will treat you right. As for anything else, don’t even think about
it.”
Now that he thought about it, he felt like an invisible palm slapping on

his face.
As Morgan’s daughter, Jessica had no interest in the Thomas family’s
fortune at all.
The traffic light turned green, but Lucas sat still with his car, and the car
behind horned impatiently.
With the harsh sound of the horn, Lucas came back to his senses. With a

sullen face, he started the car again and drove forward.
Jessica left Thomas villa with her parents. As soon as entered the hotel,
they met a few acquaintances.
Bailey Wade had a good relationship with Olivia. It was thanks to her
that the rumor about Jessica had spread. Now, everyone in LA knew that

Jessica had found herself a Sugar Daddy.
Jessica and Lucas had been married for three years. Every time Bailey



went to visit the Thomas family, she mocked Jessica with Olivia.
Sometimes, she even crossed the line and framed Jessica with something.
It could be said that Bailey had always remained in the impression that
Jessica was still the person that got bullied by Olivia and her.
Not long ago, Olivia and Lia had been shamed because of Jessica at the

Hartley family’s party, and Bailey had been
looking for an opportunity to retaliate against her.
When she met Jessica today, it was the perfect opportunity for him.
But before Bailey could say anything, Tony Wade, who was just beside
her, spoke first, “Mr. Hall, long time no see Morgan was still angry after

leaving Thomas villa. Now that he met someone he knew, he stopped
being that an He then looked at Tony and nodded. “Mr. Wade, it’s been
a long time.”
Tony had been in the business circle for years. He immediately saw
Jessica, who was holding Mrs. Hall’s arm.
Everyone knew that Hall had a daughter, but not many knew what

Morgan’s precious daughter looked like.
Tony knew Jessica as Lucas Thomas’ ex-wife.
Jessica’s surname was Hall, and Morgan’s was also Hall. And now,
Jessica was holding Mrs. Hall’s arm. Upon closer inspection, Jessica’s
features were somehow similar to Morgan’s.
Tony was shocked, but he did not show it. He said, “Mr. Hall, is this
your daughter?”
When Jessica was young, Morgan had no choice but to keep low-key.
He was afraid that someone would frai Jessica, but he did not expect that
keeping low-key was not a good thing. The Thomas family was a lesson.
Morgan couldn’t wait to announce to the world that Jessica was his
daughter.
Now that Tony asked, Morgan was no longer like before. He said, “Jess,
say hello to Mr. Wade.”
Jessica glanced at Bailey, who was behind Tony and holding his arms.
Jessica smiled and greeted politely, “He Mr. Wade.”



Tony smiled, said a few good words, and then took his wife and daughter
in first.
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